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Abstract

Significant difficulty in translation tasks is usu-
ally caused by the possibility of having multiple
correct results. That is where human translators
usually beat modern machine learning models,
as they have much more external context, which
can be useful to create a correct translation both
from the meaning and style sides.

The purpose of this article is to provide a pos-
sible solution for the lack of context during
machine translation, which would provide an
ability to increase the controllability of existing
machine translation architectures. We propose
a new architecture, which would incorporate
this additional embedded context into the trans-
lation and compare this new approach to some
classic ones like just transfer learning of some
new features using an existing, trained model.

We conducted some experiments using the pro-
posed architecture to check if it indeed allows
controlling of the translation process and mea-
sured the new model using both token and em-
bedding metrics.

1 Introduction

Usage of encoder-decoder architecture with dif-
ferent approaches like LSTMs or transform-
ers allowed for achieving human-like translation
(Sutskever et al., 2014). However, such models still
cannot outperform professional translators with
years of experience. Models can capture mean-
ing, and they can translate some difficult terms or
even ones they did not see during training, but usu-
ally, they work with a black box approach, when
we just provide input text and wait for the result.

The most classic approach to change the model
and its behavior is to make some fine-tuning or ap-
ply transfer learning to some existing architectures
(Kocmi, 2020). However, we need a good dataset
to make it work and tuning can take a long time,
depending on the amount of available data, model
size, and hardware.

Text generation models like T5, which can also
be used for translation, allow us to add some spe-
cial tokens or just descriptions of style or senti-
ment (Raffel et al., 2022). This approach should
work well without any fine-tuning, as it is based on
the zero-shot learning concept (Xian et al., 2018).
However, a special token or short description can
be not enough to significantly alter the result of
the model. This method works much better with
recent models like GPT 3 or ChatGPT, but they are
available only as APIs and still make many errors
in any other language than English, as they were
trained for it originally (Brown et al., 2020). Some
solutions propose adding a topic modeling result
into the translation, but it also does not provide too
many opportunities to affect the model (Eidelman
et al., 2012).

In this work, we propose an architecture to get
better controllability over the machine translation
tasks by adding some external context in there,
which can be obtained from another model. We pro-
vide examples of how our approach works, show
the theory behind it, and provide some ideas for
further development in this area. New architecture
gets measured with both token and embedding met-
rics. It should be compared with some machine
translation models trained during our previous re-
search with the usage of transfer learning, so we
can check if this new concept works better than the
classic one.

2 Datasets

In the process of preparing the study, we reviewed,
downloaded, and analyzed a large number of exist-
ing datasets for the Ukrainian language. Moreover,
here we used datasets prepared and collected earlier
by ourselves, which also contributed to the results.
We paid attention to the collected data, its analysis,
cleaning, and checking the accuracy since the data
directly affects the results of the task. In addition,
when solving the controllability problem, we must
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be sure that the data is unambiguously related to
the declared domain. Four specific domains were
collected, which are described below.

• Common texts compiled on the basis of the
manual translation of the Multi30k dataset
(Elliott et al., 2016). Covers general topics.

• Scientific articles are sufficiently large and
informative translations of scientific articles
with the appropriate scientific style.

• Ukrainian laws are certified translations of
legislation intended for foreign organizations.
The style of the texts is official.

• Technical documentation is guidelines for
using a web application programming frame-
work

The collection process and more information
are described in the previous article (Maksymenko
et al., 2022). The domains were chosen in such a
way that they have distinctive styles of texts and
the controllability of the resulting translations can
be clearly traced.

In addition to the texts described above, which
have an explicit style, we trained our model using
large datasets for the Ukrainian language. These
include OPUS datasets that contain datasets of hun-
dreds of thousands of lines, but do not guarantee
the correctness and exact correspondence of the
English and Ukrainian translations (Zhang et al.,
2020a). Because of this, the preparation of these
datasets involved checking the cosine similarity,
determining the source language, and more.

Initial processing means filtering out duplicates,
empty lines, lines with incorrect values in the form
of characters that do not carry semantic value. After
that, the resulting sentences were processed using
distiluse-base-multilingual-cased-v2 (Reimers and
Gurevych, 2019) multilingual model in order to cal-
culate the cosine similarity of strings to compare
their identity in meaning. In this way, we were able
to clean the existing datasets from mistranslations,
"shifted lines" and semantic errors. A value of 0.4
was chosen as the threshold value for cosine sim-
ilarity, which is considered sufficient to maintain
semantic similarity between sentences. We also
examined sentences that were beyond the cosine
similarity line of 0.4. In most cases, the sentences
were screened out fairly, but there were also cases
where the sentences were in a figurative sense and
were also marked as incorrectly translated.

Such cases were found and were not excluded
from the data sets, which gives us the opportu-
nity to train the model to understand the figurative
meaning. In this way, we prove that these metrics
cannot be used as a standard benchmark, since they
do not handle phraseological units and slang. We
have achieved a large amount of clean data, which
helped us to restore the decoder and became the ba-
sis for retraining the model on the specific domains
described above.

3 Proposed solution

For the last decade translation models use an
encoder-decoder architecture, which takes a vector
of tokens, creates their embedding matrix, passes
it through some recurrent or attention layers, and
then creates a new vector of tokens from this origi-
nal text embedding. As we mentioned before we
can try to affect translation by using some spe-
cial tokens to show the network the desired style
or tone, but it does not give great results for con-
trollability. Usually, good human translation is
based on not only an understanding of both input
and target languages but also on knowledge of a
greater context of certain text, like having some
good past examples, knowing events that are de-
scribed in the text, and emotional and sentimental
features in it. Modern neural translators can cap-
ture some of it by just getting fed with terabytes
of data, but we still can not modify or tweak their
understanding of the input. We can’t interfere with
the translation style without finetuning or we can
just hope that adding some instruction or special
tokens, will change the output of the model. A
possible solution can be to use an idea proposed
for instant voice transfer in text-to-speech tasks,
like SV2TTS architecture (speaker verification to
text-to-speech) (Jia et al., 2018)). This architecture
uses an external model to create an embedding of
the speaker’s voice, which then gets merged with
an embedding matrix of tokens sequence (each
column of a matrix gets merged with this voice
vector). This external model gets trained on some
other tasks, like speaker verification, which allows
it to learn necessary features, which can be trans-
ferred somewhere else later. We can use semantic
search models in the case of machine translation
as they learn the meaning and some stylistic fea-
tures of texts, which allows us to put the original
text in a vector space before translation and move
it towards chosen domain in this space to change
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Dataset name Initial row count Row count after
initial processing

Row count after
cos sim checking

OPUS-kde4-v2-eng-ukr 233 611 172 898 145 796
OPUS-multiccaligned-v1-eng-ukr 1 400 000 1 080 177 1 069 201
OPUS-opensubtitles-v2016-eng-ukr 612 127 486 564 427 355
OPUS-eubookshop-v2-eng-ukr 1790 725 497
Total 2 247 528 1 740 364 1 642 849

Table 1: OPUS datasets analysis.

Figure 1: Figurative sentences

the output. Figure 2 shows us 2D projections of
text embeddings obtained from Siamese BERT in
miniLM implementation (Reimers and Gurevych,
2019). Here you can see how some texts start to
form clouds based on topic, style, wording, and
sentiment. For example, we can see how abstracts
from scientific articles are getting close to some
general texts, which can be explained by their at-
tempt to describe something difficult with more
casual terms to easily explain the main point of
the article. Also, clouds for programming docu-
mentation and laws are distanced from all the other
samples. Even within laws, we can see a few big
groups, like laws that describe education or laws,
which describe agreements. That can become a
solution for the outer context problem in machine
translation as we would provide not only tokens
but also the position of the input text in this embed-
ding plane described by the semantic and stylistic
features vector. Also, we conducted some further
research on these groups to prove that semantic
search embeddings can be used to distinguish be-
tween different categories of texts, so we can affect
the translation and help our network learn faster by
using this external context. We created heatmaps
of mean vectors for each category of texts to check
how much they usually differ. In figure 3 you can

see one small slice of this heatmap that shows how
some parts of more serious texts like laws and acts
tend to get more negative values. Their counter-
parts usually get higher values for the same features.
Cases, where this distribution is opposite, are also
possible, but all 4 vectors can still be distinguished
well. Increasing or decreasing certain features in
the initial embedding simultaneously to make it
closer to some group of texts should allow us to
save the original text features and add more infor-
mation on a desired domain, style, and sentiment.
For example, we put input text on the plane shown
in Figure 2 among all the other texts. This text
was used: “He came to the throne at the age of
73, an age when most people are thinking more
about retirement than taking up a big and impor-
tant job.”. It falls somewhere between articles and
general ones, as it is part of an article, but does not
contain any specific words or stylistic features. We
will try to move it to the laws-like domain so that
the translation should get written in a more official
language. In order to achieve it let’s calculate the
difference between each element of the input text
vector and laws mean embedding. Then we will
multiply these differences by a coefficient, which
can be called a transformation power. It shows how
much we want to move this text in a certain cluster
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Figure 2: 2D projections of text embeddings.

Figure 3: Slice of a heatmap of category mean embeddings

and how many changes should we apply to the orig-
inal vector. Finally, we will subtract this multiplied
vector of differences from the original embedding
to create a new embedding skewed into a certain
domain space. In figure 4 we show how the origi-
nal text embedding (big yellow cross) gets moved
into laws space more and more as we increase the
transformation power by 1 starting with 1.5 (big
bright blue circles are laws-transformed original
text embeddings).

So our theory is that usage of semantic search
embeddings should allow getting more control over
the way the encoder-decoder model translates a text
by showing it what the desired domain in a certain
case.

4 Model architecture

We used huggingface transformers implementation
of MarianMT as a basis for our model (Junczys-
Dowmunt et al., 2018). It uses the BART interface
and weights pretrained in the Marian C framework
(Lewis et al., 2020). So original architecture can
be described as an encoder-decoder model where
both parts have 6 layers. Encoder can get up to

512 tokens and returns a matrix of embeddings
with a dimension of 512x512. Siamese BERT in
miniLM format was used in our modification to
capture general text features. It gives us a vector
with 384 values to describe a domain of the text,
its meaning, and its style. This vector gets merged
with each token embedding, so we get a matrix
with a dimension of 512x896, which then gets re-
duced to the original 512x512 dimension using a
fully-connected layer and SELU activation. This
transformed matrix is used as an input for the de-
coder, so by modifying this semantic and stylistic
embedding we can change the results of the model.

OpusMT English-to-Ukrainian model by
Helsinki NLP was used as initial weights for the
encoder and decoder in the modified architecture
(Tiedemann and Thottingal, 2020).

5 Modified model training

Such a change of architecture would definitely af-
fect the performance of the model and ruin the
connection between the encoder and decoder, so
the modified model would need massive tuning be-
fore further measurements and comparisons. In
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Figure 4: Example of shifting a text in a certain domain

Figure 5: Modified MarianMT architecture with external context vectors

order to restore the encoder-decoder connection
we trained the modified architecture using previ-
ously described datasets (2 million texts) on a sin-
gle Nvidia T4 GPU for 5 epochs, which took us
around 34 hours to complete. A subset of our gath-
ered multidomain texts was used as a validation set
to measure the validation loss and metrics (the sub-
set contains 25% of all gathered texts from general,
law, and scientific texts). The best epoch gets saved
and it will be used in further experiments. We used
token-based metrics like BLEU (Papineni et al.,
2002) and METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005) to
measure translation quality and embedding-based
metric BERT Score (Zhang et al., 2020b) to check
if translation possibly has the same meaning but
uses a different set of words or text structure than
the ground truth value. This way we can compare
the new model with our previous research. Model
fitting and restoration of performance can be seen
in the table below, which shows metrics values on
our custom validation subset:

One of the most interesting details here is that
embedding metric BERT Score did not show how
bad the performance really was after modifying
MarianMT architecture and before fine-tuning
when some old and proved token metrics showed
how much progress did the model do in those 5

epochs of tuning. If we use only BERT Score to
judge the model, then we will most likely think
that the performance is not critically bad. However,
here is one example of how a ruined connection be-
tween the encoder and decoder affected translation
quality. Here is the original English text: “He has
to come back in the next movie”, which should be
translated to Ukrainian as “Вiн має повернутися
в наступному фiльмi” . Modified MarianMT
before fine-tuning gives a translation, which is ab-
solutely not related to the original: “Це означає,
що ми маємо справу з iншими людьми, а не
з ними” . We consider that the bad performance of
the BERT Score was caused by the model beneath
it. Metric uses English BERT for English texts
and Multilingual BERT for any other language like
Ukrainian. Model gets trained on 104 languages
and it was proved multiple times that it performs
much worse than language-specific models like
UkrROBERTA (Panchenko et al., 2022). So prob-
ably BERT Score was still able to obtain some
similar token-embedding pairs in ground-truth and
wrongly translated texts and it was enough to give
an average score, even if the model was absolutely
wrong. This proves that embedding metrics are
still not ready to be used as main performance mea-
sures for machine translation tasks. In order to
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Model state BLEU METEOR BERT Score F1
Original MarianMT before modification 11.20 0.2807 0.8115
Modified MarianMT without tuning 0.02 0.0147 0.5859
Epoch 1 of tuning 28.45 0.4387 0.8848
Epoch 2 of tuning 32.50 0.4627 0.8935
Epoch 3 of tuning 34.22 0.4730 0.8977
Epoch 4 of tuning 35.09 0.4781 0.8998
Epoch 5 of tuning 36.14 0.4830 0.9021

Table 2: Metrics values on our custom validation subset.

finally confirm that the modified architecture is
ready for use we compared it to a set of individu-
ally finetuned MarianMT models from our previous
research. They were tuned using our gathered texts
to check if we can achieve controllability of trans-
lation style and domain with a small set of data
for low-resource languages, so there are 3 models
tuned with laws, scientific articles, and image de-
scriptions separately and 1 model tuned with all
these samples. The comparison was based on vali-
dation results on our subset of multidomain texts,
so it proved that we were able to restore the perfor-
mance of our best model from the previous research
and even surpassed it. Measurements can be seen
in the table below:

Such an architecture should also ease tuning for
new domains, as we can try to distinguish them by
placing a text on the semantic embeddings plane
before translating it. Once the model regained its
original performance and even improved it, we can
move to the experiments on controllability to check
our theory about additional context vectors.

6 Experiments description

Now we can take some texts, which can be inter-
preted in multiple ways, and try to translate them
with some modifications of the embedding vector.
We will take the text “Give my money back” as a
first example, as it can be translated straight for-
ward or in a more serious or even mean way. First
of all, we will just translate the text using the tuned
model. The result is "Поверни менi мої грошi" ,
which is a correct translation, which would work in
most cases. Let’s try to make it more serious and of-
ficial. We will shift the embedding towards the laws
text domain with transformation power equal to 1.5
in order to achieve it. New embedding allows us to
get the following result: "Повертайте мої грошi
назад". If we make the transformation power coef-
ficient higher (like 5.5 for example) we can obtain

the following results: "Повертайте мої грошi",
which sounds like a short and official request. Also,
we tried to move it closer to the documentation
domain with coefficient 5.5, which gave us this
output: "Вiддати мої грошi". This translation
does not look like something, which could be used
in a real life, but it was still interesting to see how
the network made the text sound like an instruction
you could read in some manual. Here is the visu-
alization of where the original embedding fell and
where did the other vectors appear. Let’s take a
look at another example: “Then, about seven years
after the gold rush began, it finished”. Initially
model gives a correct translation, which sounds like
that: "Через сiм рокiв пiсля початку золотої
лихоманки все закiнчилося". However, it lacks
some stylistic features of the original text, but we
can move the embedding closer to scientific arti-
cles to make it sound more like the original text.
We will use transformation power equal to 3.5
and it gives this output: "Потiм, близько семи
рокiв пiсля початку золотої лихоманки, вона
завершилася". This text sounds much closer to
the English original than the first obtained one.
Let’s show how the text moves deeper into the
scientific articles domain. One modified embed-
ding has power equal to 1.5 and moves to the arti-
cles cloud and our final embedding with 3.5 power
moves somewhere in between laws and articles,
which allowed us to get a better translation in the
end.

Even if the model did not get any historical doc-
uments or descriptions of historic documents, it
was able to use features it learned in other domains
to form some understanding of how provided text
should be translated to become closer to those his-
torical documents.

Here is one more example of how translation
controllability works in our model. We have the
following English text: “What are you going to
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Model BLEU METEOR BERT Score F1
Laws-only tuned MarianMT 25.34 0.3861 0.8630
Science-only tuned MarianMT 18.88 0.3347 0.8448
Descriptions-only tuned MarianMT 12.70 0.3034 0.8380
All texts tuned MarianMT 34.16 0.4754 0.8983
Modified MarianMT with context vector 36.14 0.4830 0.9021

Table 3: Performance of models.

Figure 6: Change of the original text embedding towards laws

Figure 7: Text shifted to the scientific articles domain
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eat with your sandwich?”. It gets translated to
Ukrainian like that: "Що ти їстимеш зi своїм
бутербродом?". This translation is fine, but let’s
make it sound like a more modern speech (by mov-
ing it toward casual texts with power 6.5). The new
text uses words, which are more expected from
some modern kids and it sounds like that: "Що
ти будеш їсти зi своїм сендвiчем?". Not only
did it change the translation of “sandwich”, but it
also changed the structure of the sentence to make
it sound lighter.

So, this way we can make a translated text sound
differently without some additional model finetun-
ing or modifications. We just need to get a library
of examples for different states, like historical texts,
which use old words and phrases, laws, documen-
tation, manuals, news, some jokes, or casual dia-
logues. Mean embedding vectors should be calcu-
lated for these categories. Then we can move a text
feature vector toward chosen cluster and the model
output should become more like it, which we were
able to do in the examples above.

7 Conclusion

In this research we proposed a solution to achieve
better machine translation controllability by in-
gesting some external context into the original
text tokens embeddings. We modified MarianMT
encoder-decoder architecture to combine the em-
bedding matrix with a semantic search embedding
vector of the original text to add more informa-
tion about style, meaning, and sentiment. The new
model was tuned to regain its original performance
using 2 million texts from OPUS datasets and our
own scrapped sets, which consist of multi30k im-
age descriptions, laws translations, scientific arti-
cles abstracts, and programming framework docu-
mentation. The model was compared to the ones
trained in our previous research, which tried to
just tune the original MarianMT into mentioned
domains using a small portion of data gathered for
a low-resource language. New architecture outper-
formed all previous models and gave the ability to
change translation by shifting the semantic embed-
ding.

Further tests and experiments proved that the
new model indeed allows us to change the style,
certain words, and structure of the translation. We
showed a few examples of how our solution works
for different texts and styles. Also, the way to scale
this model to support more styles without any sig-

nificant fine-tuning was described. Our proposed
model should just get enough examples of different
desired styles in the original language without any
translations to capture their features and try to trans-
fer them to the translation. We want to increase the
training dataset to improve our model performance
as a further development. Also, we have another
idea on how to modify the embedding vector to
shift it closer to the necessary state. In theory, we
could build a hyperplane from the original text em-
bedding vector and target state vectors. Then this
original text can be moved by this hyperplane to
affect model output.

Limitations

The most significant limitation of our research is
that we did not find a way to fully interpret ob-
tained semantic and stylistic embeddings of texts.
This would allow us to make the domain change
algorithm easier and more conscious. We would
change just some single features or areas of the
embedding vector to provide some new character-
istics, which we want to see in the output. There
is still a plan to get more clear interpretations to
improve developed algorithms. Another limitation
is related to the lack of computing resources as we
could pass more data, but that would take much
more time on our configuration.

Ethics Statement

The team of authors supports and agrees with the
accepted ethical rules, which, in our opinion, con-
tribute to the development of scientific activity.
Such principles increase communication between
authors, significantly improving the quality of the
results.
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